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Abstract 
In this note we are dealing with Ulam's reconstruction conjecture applied to finite partially 
ordered sets. We provide a new step towards apositive answer giving a constructive proof that 
width two posets are reconstructible. 
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1. Preliminaries 
Although Ulam's reconstruction conjecture for finite binary relations has been 
disproved by Stockmeyer [I0], who gave counterexamples u ing tournaments, it is 
still an interesting and difficult open problem for subclasses. Besides the most famous 
one which is the class of symmetric relations (for surveys ee [2] or [3]) the class of 
partially ordered relations (poset or order for short) has received some attention in the 
last years. The poset reconstruction conjecture belongs to the list of open problems of 
the journal Order. Notice that for posets the reconstruction conjecture may be true 
only for posets with at least 4 elements and this is the implicit assumption underlying 
all results in this paper. 
Looking for particular classes of posets for which the reconstruction conjecture is 
true, i.e., reconstruct ib le classes, we have posets with a least or a greatest element, 
disconnected posets (i.e. posets for which the comparability graph is disconnected) 
and series-decomposable posets (i.e. posets for which the complement of their com- 
parability graph is disconnected). For simple proofs of these results see e.g. [8]. Note 
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that the reconstruction for the first class has been shown by Das studying finite 
To + T5 spaces [4]. Non-trivial reconstructible classes are tree-like orders [5] and 
interval orders [8]. Two other important recent results are the recognizability of 
decomposable posets with at least 11 elements, shown by Ille [6], and the recog- 
nizability of posets defined by a wide class of forbidden substructures, hown by 
Basso-Gerbelli and Ille [1]. Notice that the last two results have been obtained in the 
more general context of binary relations. A survey on poset reconstruction together 
with new results can be found in [8]. 
In this note we provide a new step towards a positive answer to Ulam's reconstruc- 
tion conjecture for posets giving a constructive proof that width two posets are 
reconstructible. We recall that the width of a poset P is the maximum size of an 
antichain (i.e. a set of pairwise incomparable elements) in P. 
Our reconstruction terminology follows the one of the graph reconstruction 
problem as stated in [2]. That is, the deck of a poset P = (V(P),Me) is the collection 
(P -  x: x ~ V(P)) of its cards, i.e., its (unlabelled) one-element-deleted subposets. 
P is said to be reconstructible if every reconstruction of P, i.e., every poset with the 
same deck as P, is isomorphic to P. Let cg be a class of posets, c£ is recognizable 
if any reconstruction of a poset P e c~ also belongs to cg. ~ is weakly reconstructible 
if, for any P e cg, any reconstruction of P belonging to C is isomorphic to P. 
Finally, c£ is reconstructible if, for any P e ~, any reconstruction of P is isomorphic 
to P. 
Most of the poset terminology we use can be found in the book of Trotter [11]. 
Here are a few additional notions and definitions. For any A _ V(P), P - A is the 
subposet of P with ground set V(P)\A. The rank of an element x in P, denoted 
rank (x, P), is one less than the maximum cardinality of a chain in P with maximal 
element x. A rank-level of P is a subset of V(P) containing all elements with same rank 
in P. 
The following notations of different ypes of predecessor sets of an element x of 
a poset P = (V(P), ~,e) will be used. Prede(x) = {y ~ V(P): Y~e x} is the set of all 
predecessors of x. ImPrede (x) is the set of all immediate predecessors of x. Je  (x) = 
Prede(x) w {x} is the ideal of x. The ideal-size of an element x of P is the number 
ie (x) = ]Je (x) l. 
A hair of length 1 ~> 0 in a poset P is the subposet of P induced by the set {Uo, Ul, 
u2, ... ,  ul}, such that: 
1. Uo e MAX (P), 
2. for every i e { 1, 2 . . . . .  l}, ui is the only immediate predecessor f ui- 1 in P, 
3. for every i e {1, 2 . . . .  ,1 - 1}, ui-1 is the only immediate successor of ui, and 
4. ut has either not exactly one immediate predecessor or at least two immediate 
successors. 
This definition corresponds to the one given in [8] (see Fig. 1). 
In order to establish our reconstruction result we choose an approach whose main 
idea is to find a particular card of the considered eck such that an immediate 
predecessor f the deleted element of this card can be determined. This will be used to 
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Fig. 1. The two hairs are ~uo, ul, u2~ and [Vo, vl, v2}. 
show that, up to isomorphism, only one width two poset has such a card. We will need 
the following two theorems of [8] on the reconstructibility of poset parameters. 
Fact 1. The ideal-size sequence of the maximal elements of a poset P is the same for any 
reconstruction of P. 
Fact 2. The ideal-size sequence of any fixed rank-level of a poser P is the same fi)r any 
reconstruction of P. 
A card of the deck of a poset P is said to be a maximal card if any reconstruction P'
of P has a maximal element x such that P' - x is isomorphic to this card. In [8] it is 
shown that for every poset P, one maximal card P* can be determined from the deck 
of P and the maximal elements of the card P* that are not maximal elements in P can 
also be determined. Furthermore, it follows from the proof of this theorem in [-8] that 
a particular card P* = P' - x can always be determined such that x ~ MAX (P') and 
iv,(X) = min{ip. (co): co ~ MAX(P')} for any reconstruction P' of P. 
2. Width two posets 
It is sufficient o consider the weak reconstructibility of width two posets with two 
maximal and two minimal elements ince width two posets are recognizable by Kelly's 
lemma and since posets with a least or a greatest element are reconstructible (see e.g. 
[83). 
Theorem 1. The class of posets of width at most two is reconstructible. 
Proof. Let P =- (V(P), Me) be a width two poset with two maximal and two minimal 
elements. Let io and il, io >~ ix, be the ideal-sizes of the two maximal elements of 
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P which are reconstructible by Fact 1. In the sequel, for any reconstruction P' of P we 
denote by Xo and xl the maximal elements of P' such that io = iv, (Xo) and il = iv, (xl). 
We have to consider the following three cases: 
(C.1) iv(xo) = ie(xl) and Predv (Xo) ~ Predv (x,), 
(C.2) iv(xo) > iv(x1) and Predv(xl) ¢ Predv(xo), 
(C.3) iv(xo) > iv(xl) and Predv(x,) c Predv(xo). 
Note that iv (x o) = iv (xx) and Predp (Xo) = Predv(xl) implies that P is series-decom- 
posable and therefore reconstructible. Furthermore the three cases can be distin- 
guished by considering the deck of P since (C.3) is the only case for which one card of 
the deck has a greatest element. Thus it is clear that if P is in case (C.i) then any 
reconstruction P' of P is also in case (C.i). 
In case (C.1), there is a unique Yo • ( ImPredv(xo)\Predv(xl))  and there is a unique 
y, • ( ImPrede(xO\Predv(xo)).  Without loss of generality we may assume that the 
maximal card P* determined from the deck of P is isomorphic to P - Xx. Then P* has 
the two maximal elements Xo and Yl and iv. (Xo) > iv. (YI). If iv. (Yl) = iv (xl) - 1 then 
the only reconstruction of P arises from P* by adding the new maximal element x~ 
such that y, is the only immediate predecessor of xl. Let ie.(yO < iv (x1) -  1. 
P* -  Je*(Yx) is a chain, thus there exists exactly one z•(V(P* ) \ Jv . (yO)  with 
I J v . ( z ) \ Je . (y~) l  = ( iv (x , ) -  1) -  iv(y~). Hence P is reconstructible since the only 
reconstruction of the deck arises from P* by adding the new maximal element x~ such 
that its immediate predecessors are yl and z. 
The case (C.2) can be handled exactly as (C.1) since the maximal card P* is 
isomorphic to P-x~ and there are the unique elements yo•( ImPredv(xo) \  
Predv (x1)) and Yl • (ImPredv (x l ) \  Predv (Xo)). 
In the case (C.3) we first have to find a card po which is isomorphic to P' - Xo where 
Xo • MAX (P') and iv, (Xo) = max{iv, (w): w • MAX (P')} for any reconstruction P' of P. 
Notice that the theorem of [-8] mentioned above does not guarantee that such a card 
can be determined from the deck. We will either determine such a card or we will have 
a direct argument that P is reconstructibte. 
Clearly P - Jv(x~) is a chain of at least two elements. Using the card P - x~, which 
is the only card of the deck with a greatest element, we can determine whether Xo has 
a unique or two immediate predecessors in any reconstruction P' of P. If Xo has 
a unique immediate predecessor in P then po can be chosen among the cards with 
ideal-size'sequence of maximal elements (iv (Xo) - 1, iv (x,)) having smallest sum of the 
length of the two hairs. Indeed, any card with this ideal-size sequence is obtained by 
deleting an element z • (Jr, (Xo)\ Je, (x0). Hence if the sum of the length of the two 
hairs is minimum on the card P - z then z belongs to the hair of Xo in P' and P - z is 
isomorphic to P - Xo. 
Assume that Xo has two immediate predecessors in P and denote by y~ the one that 
is also a predecessor f x, and denote by Yo the other one (we keep the same notation 
for any reconstruction P' of P). If iv(xo) >~ ie(xl) + 2 then pO is the only card whose 
maximal elements have ideal-size iv(x~) and i v (xo) -  6 with 6 ~> 2. Otherwise 
ie (Xo) = iv (x~) + 1 and then Predv, (Yo) c Predv, (x~) for any reconstruction P' of P. If 
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there exists a card for which the ideal-size sequence of the maximal element is (ip (xl), 
ip (z)), with ip (xl) - 1 > ip (z), then pO is this unique card. If there is no such card in the 
deck of P then Prede, (Yl) - Predp, (Yo) for any reconstruction P' of P. If [ V(P) I = 4 
then P is the poset 'N' (i.e. the only comparabilities are Yx~e Xl, Y l~e  Xo and YoMe 
xo) which is reconstructible. If IV(P)] ~> 5 then Yo has at least one immediate 
predecessor. Now either Predp(yo)=Predp(yl )  or (Prede(yo)\Prede(yl))C 
lmPredp(x~). Since series-decomposable posets are reconstructible we only have to 
consider the second case. 
Then P is reconstructible from the card P - x~, which can be determined from the 
deck of P. To see that P is reconstructible, l t Zo and zl be the immediate predecessors 
of the greatest element of P -  xl and assume without loss of generality that 
Prede ~, (z~) c Prede_ x, (Zo). Then P can uniquely be constructed from P - x~ by 
adding to it an additional maximal element with immediate predecessors z~ and w 
which is the unique element of Prede_ x~ (Zo)\Prede _ x, (Zl). 
Finally we show how to reconstruct P from the card pO. Let y and z be the two 
maximal elements of po. Then P is reconstructible. Either ie (y) 4= ie (z) and we know 
ie(xl), or rank(y, pO) va rank(z, po) and we know rank(x1, P) (cf. Fact 2). Otherwise 
we have ip(y) = ie(z) = ie (xl) and rank (y, po) = rank (z, pO) = rank (xl, P). Then us- 
ing the card P - x~ we know that the immediate predecessor f its greatest element 
whose rank is distinct from rank(x1, P) is an immediate predecessor f xl in P and 
thus we conclude that P is reconstructible arguing as in case (C.1). [] 
3. Open problems 
Our approach cannot be used for showing that width 3 posets are reconstructible 
since the given proof that width two posets are reconstructible r lies on the fact that 
P - Je  (x) is a chain for any maximal element x of a width two poset P. This leads to 
the interesting question whether one could prove at least the weak reconstructibility 
of width k posets for fixed k ~> 3. 
In our proof that width two posets are reconstructible, we mainly use the cards 
P - x for x ~ MAX (P). Notice that we have shown in [7] that a poset is not uniquely 
determined, up to isomorphism, from the deck (P  - x: x ~ MAX(P)). Our counter- 
example has width 4, leaving open whether the answer to Sands question [9] might be 
positive for posets of width 3. 
As suggested by one referee, due to the difficulty of Ulam's reconstruction of 
posets, that we considered in this note, it seems to be worth studying the k-reconstruc- 
tion of posets defined as follows. Given an integer k, two posets P and P', defined on 
the same ground set V, are said to be k-hypomorphic, whenever for each subset X of 
V with IV \X I  = k, the subposets of P and P' on the ground set X are isomorphic. 
A poset P is said to be k-reconstructible if each poset P', for which P and P' are 
k-hypomorphic, is isomorphic to P. Clearly, 1-reconstruction a d Ulam's reconstruc- 
tion are equivalent. 
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